METHODOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN TEACHING THE GENDER CATEGORY OF NOUNS TO FOREIGN STUDENTS

Annotation. The most significant attribute expressing the category of the gender in Russian language is a communication agreement. But when learning Russian language to non-Russian students such kind of information is clearly not enough. It confirms the actuality of the article topic. In the teaching of Russian as a foreign language, exercises are important in the technique of teaching process.
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The gender category in Russian language is not only of nouns divided into three grammatical classes of gender: masculine, feminine and neuter, but also appears as a means of grammatical dependence on phrases and sentences. In the teaching of Russian as a foreign language the gender category is more difficult. Because there is no gender category in Uzbek language.

Students whose mother tongue is Uzbek, at the beginning of their acquaintance with the expression of the category of gender in the Russian language should be given the idea that gender characteristics are manifested not only in their original form - in the nominative case: they are inherent in the whole paradigm of the word as a whole.

In the teaching of Russian as a foreign language, exercises are important in the technique of teaching process. N.I. Ges argues that it is impossible to define a single system of exercises when learning a language. Different approaches are used to classify exercises, which include language and speech exercises, instructional and creative, analytical and synthetic, preparation and speech exercises, communicative and so on.

V.V.Davidova and Elkonina emphasize four aspects for shaping students’ learning:

- input into the situation of studying the material
- exercises related to training (sparring, cognitive, explorative)
- exercises for developing control and self-control;
- writing sentences and short texts on an antonymic basis, for example: сестра и брат не были похожи друг на друга; она низкая, он высокий (sister and brother were not alike: she was short, he was tall)

It is necessary to clearly distinguish groups of nouns in forming exercises:

- nouns of male gender with ending -а, -я (отважный мужчина - brave man, любимый дедушка - lovely granddad, сильный юноша - strong adolescent, маленький Женя - little Jenya);
- male nouns denoting a person by profession or public employment when they refer to females (преподаватель пришла - professor came, директор приказал - director commended);
- nouns of neutral gender with ending -а, -я, if they relate to males or females (она ученица - she is smart, дорогой коллега - dear colleague; она ученица - she is smart, дорогая коллега - dear colleague);
- Expressive nouns with suffixes -иш(а), -иш(е), иш(а) (маленький сыньяшка, огромный мужичище);
- Undeclinable nouns, as well as borrowed surnames and names (незнакомая мис, дорогая Сулицо, милая Шагинян, бедная Шевченко, прекрасная Виардо, известный Вано Мурадели)

Formal agreement by gender is not for the Russian language universal pattern, and therefore in the teaching of Russian in a non-Russian audience it is very important to differentiate first of all two ways of manifestation of the generic category: morphological-syntactic and semantic. For students in whose mother tongue there is no gender category expression linguistic means, in particular for uzbek students it is important rely on the semantic basis of the delimitation of words: он мой брат - она моя сестра (he is my brother – she is my sister)

Uzbek students are particularly difficult to learn nouns with ending the letter “-b” and their correct use. In the educational and methodical literature for non-Russian students nouns on “-b” are given indicating their gender characteristics, lists given words on “-б” are usually incomplete, indications for differentiation masculine and feminine nouns do not cover the entire category words: signs by which it would be possible to determine the generic belonging of these words are not generalized.

Since to distinguish between tribal affiliation the nouns on “-b”, in some cases their relevance to class of animate and inanimate nouns, they considered together and taken into account in the analyzed material signs of both animate and inanimate nouns. In determining the gender of nouns on “-b”, it is desirable to take into following signatures:

- categorical nouns animation / inanimation;
- word-formative feature having a clear expression in modern Russian language;
- semantic characteristic of groups of words on “-б”;
- belonging of a word to a certain layer of vocabulary, in particular borrowing, terminological subgroups of words;
- the external sign of the word on “-б”.

For some word-formative signs, we can clearly identify groups of words to determine gender nouns:

a) all nouns with the suffix “-мен” are masculine kind, including animate and inanimate:
THE COLOR ANALYSIS IN KUBRAVIA

Abstract. This article discusses about the color interpretation in Kubravia. The issues of color was not only vital for kubravia tarikat, but in all teachings, for tasavvufs. It is also mentioned that color is a focus in all religions and beliefs.
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The beauty and elegance of the world is, of course, in color. In this sense, one cannot be astonished at the art of Allah’s handwriting. The human emotions and the spirit of the world are closely linked with the colors of the material world. There is no doubt that his desire is directly related to his mental state. For this reason, color
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